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Abstract: Credit derivatives are being increasingly applied by the world banking practice as very flexible and
multifunctional instruments in order to satisfy various interests of investors. However, commercial banks of
Kazakhstan cannot apply credit derivatives to the full extent for a variety of reasons, namely: underdeveloped
market of derivative financial instruments, inadequate legislative and bookkeeping regulation of operations with
derivatives. The article investigates the essence of credit derivatives, determines the sphere of application and
discloses Basel III principal provisions. 
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INTRODUCTION

First of all, globalization and liberalization of the
world economy had impact on the world financial market.
In these development processes, in the late twentieth
century, there were most frequent crisis phenomena in the
different parts of the world. Increased volatility in the
various markets - financial, commodity, stock, currency
markets - led to the  need  to  more  rigidly manage  risks.
It is natural that commercial banks are on the front line of
the fighting for adequate risk situations management.
However, the banks’ risk management instruments turned
out unable to resist changing conditions to the full extent.

According  to  Futures  Industry   Association   (FIA)
- one of the world biggest professional associations of
derivative exchange markets - the USA’s aggregate market
of derivatives amounts to about 600 USD Trillion, whereas
the world’s GDP  does  not  exceed  70  USD  Trillion.
Table 1 shows the structure of the derivatives exchanging
market broken down by regions for 2010. The facts
suggest that the number of the contracts with derivatives
increased by more than one fourth and it was for the first
time that the Asian bidding process got ahead of the
American one [1]. 

For example, 22.3 billion contracts were processed for
a year in the world, 8.86 billion transactions of them were for 70-80% of the over-the-counter market, more than 75%
closed by the Asia-Pacific countries and 7.17 billion
contracts - by North America. It is the most rapid growth
since 2007. 

Table 1: The structure of the derivatives exchanging market broken down
by the regions for 2009-2010.

Quantity of transactions
------------------------------------

Name of the region 2009 2010 Increase, %
Asia 6,206,896,074 8,865,036,759 42.8
North America 6,353,460,256 7,169,690,209 12.8
Europe 3,838,022,268 4,418,537,986 15.1
Latin America 1,020,820,724 1,526,946,057 49.6
Others* 325,404,696 315,036,438 -3.2
Total 17,744,604,018 22,295,247,449 25.6
* Comprising trading volumes in Dubai, Israel, South Africa and Turkey

Futures and options parameters surpassed stocks and
most of other asset classes. This stock exchange sector
continued its growth after the global financial crisis which
had decelerated its development during two years. For
example, the Korean stock exchange has become the
largest in the world effecting its transactions in the market
of derivative instruments and processing 3.8 billion
contracts per a year owing to the multi-branch
architecture in the Asia-Pacific countries. Kopsi 200 index
options [2] had the main share. 

It should be noted that at the present time about 85%
of the global derivative trading fall on the over-the-
counter market and only 15% fall on exchange markets [3].
The interest-bearing instrument term contracts account

of which are interest swaps. About 90% of trading
account for interest derivatives in the over-the-counter
market.
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Before the 90s of the twentieth century, derivatives In the opinion of D.Akishev, Deputy Chairman of the
were  mainly  used for insurance of market risks (currency, National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan, “due to the
interest etc.). However, the scaled crises occurring in the activation of the stock market of the Republic of
international financial market in recent years demand Kazakhstan, new Kazakhstan’s financial instruments,
efficient hedging of the market and credit risks. such as “derivatives”, or “derivative financial

The main deterrent to re-distribution of the instruments” have emerged. We use both terms as
commercial banks’ funds to the real economy is high synonyms” [8]. 
credit risk, therefore, it must be minimized. In this country, there is no exact notion of credit

One of the ways to minimize credit risks is to use derivatives. The Civil Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan
derivative financial instruments - credit derivatives (CD) defines that “a derivative financial instrument is 
that are some structured financial instruments by means a  contract whose price depends on a value
of which it is possible to separate credit risk from asset for (including the value fluctuation) of the basic asset of the
subsequent transfer to another party. This enables the contract which stipulates settlement on this contract in
market participants to re-distribute credit risks without the future. 
executing the transfer of ownership right to basic assets. Derivative financial instruments comprise options,

Several chapters of  the  work  "Value  and  capital" futures, forwards, swaps and other derivative financial
by John Hicks cover the matters related to the function of instruments meeting these characteristic features and
the derivative financial instruments market. According to representing a combination of the above-mentioned
John Hicks, the role of such market is to coordinate derivative financial instruments (Article 128-2 (general
economic plans of various persons. He stressed the part) [9]. However, this document does not contain
objective conditionality of the emergence and saw relevant provisions to identify the derivative financial
insurance of participants of economic relations against instruments and create appropriate mechanisms for their
future market fluctuations as its main function [4, p.243]. circulation.

In the opinion of the American researchers from One has to agree with Mr. Akishev, Deputy Chairman
Capital Markets Risk Advisors firm, the credit derivatives of the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan, that
should be understood as instruments "based on the “the current Kazakhstan’s falling behind in the legislative
change of credit profiles of any asset or a group of assets description, development of derivative financial
which are sensitive to the changed level of the credit risk. instruments is one of the factors which significantly
As a rule, the changed credit profiles are measured by a decreases competitiveness of Kazakhstan’s financial
spread to an etalon price or a return on asset taken as the institutions in comparison with those from the developed
etalon  as  well  as  by  a  credit  rating or default-status" countries” [8].
[5, p.23]. In Russia, some authors consider credit derivatives

According to the Analysis Division of the as "instruments which substitute or replace credits".
investment company CIBC School of Financial Products, Moreover, in this view, CD’s notion includes such
the credit derivatives are "over-the-counter market financial products as "securities lending and REPO, some
derivative instruments created for transfer of a credit risk strategies of debt restructuring, bill used in the bill
from one party to another"[6, .3]. chains" [9, p. 37]. But this standpoint does not disclose

Much the same views are held by the chief market the essence of the derivative financial instruments as the
operators (J.P. Morgan Bank) which define these emphasis is on substitution of one loan obligation for
instruments as "financial bilateral contracts separating another but not on the insurance of credit risk.
some  aspects  of the credit risk from the basic asset and “According to G.A.Milyukova, credit derivatives
re-distributing them among the parties" [7, 4]. transform the capital market, change the mechanism of

We think that all above-mentioned definitions do not price fixing, buy and sell, management and structure of the
disclose the essence ofd the credit derivatives. In market and significantly improve liquidity and
particular, the first definition discloses CD as interest transparency of credit operations” [10, p. 5].
swaps and other instruments of the capital market, the Specialists of the US Federal Reserve System define
second definition considers CD circulation only within the credit derivatives as “off-balance-sheet financial
off-exchange activity and the third one does not describe instruments which enable one party (beneficiary) to
the essence of derivative financial instruments in full. transfer an asset credit risk to another party (guarantor)
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without  physical  sale  of  the asset” [11, p. 13]. This is inflexible tax system, insufficient liquid financial
the most exact definition as it takes important instruments and lack of solvent participants of the
characteristic features of the instruments into account. As financial market put brakes on the credit derivatives
a rule, these assets belong to the beneficiary as a market. Making operations with credit derivatives the
property. Kazakhstan banks take into account the recommendations

However, the globalized financial markets and the of Basel Committee, in particular, such documents as
large-scale securitization make this definition lose its “General regulatory approaches to upgrading of stability
exactness, so CD’s notion should comprise a group of of banks and banking systems”, “International
securitized assets enabling to re-distribute risk among approaches to the measurement of risk liquidity,
participants of the credit market. Therefore, credit standards and monitoring” (Basel III) focused on the
derivatives are structured financial instruments by means elimination of weaknesses of the previous agreement
of which one can separate credit risks from assets for (Basel II), consolidation of the global financial system and
subsequent transfer to another party. prevention of new global financial crises and the latest

In the view of the credit risk management mechanism, adjustments of the international financial reporting
the asset securitization is the financial instrument which standards 32 “financial instruments: presentation and
decreases credit risk and allows to: disclosure” and 39 “Financial instruments: recognition

and measurement”.
Provide direct cover for losses caused by the credit According to some researchers, “the new standards
risk danger; represent the capital and liquidity reform internationally
Have an impact on expected and contingent loss on regulated and oriented to the consolidation of the banking
the exposure portfolio which bear credit risk by direct sector, banking regulation and supervision, improvement
decreasing the risk exposure volumes or proper of its capability to overcome economic stresses of any
diversification or impact on the credit quality. origin” [13].

Since the credit risk has become treated as a separate each other because Basel III was worked out on the basis
trading object, it caused emergence and subsequent of Basel II “International convergence of capital
formation of the credit derivatives market whose measurement and capital standards”. Basel III is a complex
participants got their chance to re-distribute the credit of advanced methods of risk evaluation (credit, market
risks without executing the transfer of ownership right to and operating) and creation of capital, good supervision
basic assets. and market discipline. Basel III means requirement

Generally, the credit derivatives market is the system toughening for Tier 1 capital which comprises only
of market relations which enables to re-distribute financial common shares and undistributed profits. There are
flows by purchase and sale of credit risks. It is the credit enhanced reserve and stabilization capital standards
derivatives market that ensures stability and predictability which must be held by each bank. Two special buffer
of prices,  rates  and  principal  processes  related  to  risk capitals - reserve and anticyclical - are introduced. The
re-distribution. reserve buffer capital must be 2.5 % of assets and

According to the research of Derivatives Week, anticyclical one is introduced in case of economic
during the Asian crisis, the credit derivatives market was overheating during the credit boom periods   and  can  be
growing constantly and quickly, but on the other hand, 0 - 2.5 %.  The  deadline  of  introduction  of  the
the market lost its liquidity which made the prices of these standards - January 1, 2019. The first minimum
instruments skyrocket. Nevertheless, the crisis requirements have been established in 2013. The stages
highlighted the need for the credit risk management. of the introduction of these regulations are shown in

Mr. Ye. Mironov thinks that “if there had not been Table 2 [14].
this crisis the volume of the credit derivatives market In general, Basel III satisfied the expectations of the
would not have been the same as today because the crisis market participants, though some analysts expected more
revealed the need for the credit risk management” [12]. serious restrictions. First of all, the exclusive standards

The credit derivatives have not yet gained wide were applied to prevent negative consequences of new
spread occurrence in the Kazakhstan market of banking financial crises: about 5% of bank assets are assigned for
services. We think that the stringent currency control, the these purposes. 

Basel III does not deny Basel II but they complement
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Table 2: Minimum requirements for the capital composition and the introduction periods
as of 1 January of an appropriate year, %

Years 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Common equity/RWA 3.5 4.0 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
Reserve buffer - - 0,625 1,25 1,875 2,5 2.5
Anticyclical capital - - - 0,625 1.25 1.875 2.5
Authorized capital + buffer 3,5 4,0 4,5 5,125 5,75 6,375 7,0
Capital adequacy ratio 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0
Capital adequacy + buffer 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,625 9,25 9,875 10,5

Risky  assets  evaluation    will     increase
(derivatives, repo etc.) and as a result, the capital
adequacy ratios will suffer on a short-term horizon but
afterwards the banks will become more stable and less
inclined to speculation in such assets. It is important that
the focus was shifted towards own capital which makes
the capital adequacy ratios more adequate deducting
goodwill and intangible assets, deferred tax assets,
investments in financial companies etc. from calculations
of the capital (in full or partially).

In 2010, the Republic of Kazakhstan National Bank
made a banking capital benchmarking assessment
according to Basel III and the national standards on the
basis of which all new capital standards have been
introduced in the Republic of Kazakhstan since
01.01.2013.

Among credit derivatives, the important place
belongs to credit default swaps which are one of the
inventions of the American investment bankers. They
appeared in the middle 90s when it was necessary to
decrease credit risks. Before credit default swaps, banks
had only one way to hedge against credit risks - to create
reserves, that is they had to freeze a part of assets in
reserves to perform regulatory norms. The purchase of the
credit default swap enables the banks to sell the asset risk
without selling the asset itself, decrease reserves and be
protected from the borrower’s default. They helped to
successfully separate credit risk from cash-flow, separate
the asset owner (granted loan or purchased bond) from
the risk owner. The monetary funds released from the
reserves return to the security market. Thus, swaps
promote to increase the security market liquidity
significantly. Swap is a derivative financial instrument in
accordance with which the parties can arrange for the
payment exchange with respect to the basic assets in the
future. Article 128-4 of RK Civil Code states it.

In 2010, in the credit default swaps market, the central
counterparties began to work. These were organizations
which acted as a purchaser for each seller and as a seller
for each purchaser of credit default swaps. The central
counterparties which serve the credit default swaps
market are: Eurex Credit Clear, ICE Clear Europe and
LCH.Clearnet SA in Europe; CME CMDX and ICE  Trust

Fig. 1: The principal participants of the credit default
swaps market as of  01.01.12

Fig. 2: The distributed credit default swaps depending on
the basic liability issuer  as of 1 January 2012 

US in North America; Japan Securities Clearing
Corporation and Tokyo Financial Exchange in Japan.
Their share in the credit default swaps market gradually
increases and at the end of 2011 they reached 19%. The
structure of the participants of the credit default swaps
market is shown in Fig. 1 [15].

As shown in this figure, the credit default swaps
market mainly consists of the dealer market whose ratio
makes 58%. The principal dealers are JP Morgan, Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Deutsche Bank, Barclays Group.

Basic liability issuer in the credit default swap is a
debt liability issuer against whose default the credit
default swap protects. Financial organizations, non-
financial organizations, the governments etc. can be the
basic liability issuer.
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The distributed credit default swaps depending on market making no more than 4.5% of the total volume.
the basic liability issuer as of 1 January 2012 are presented Even at the height of its power (in 2007), the credit default
in Fig. 2 [15]. swaps market was less than 10% of the total cost of the

The figure shows that as for credit default swaps, the over-the-counter derivatives market.
purchasers of protection against default of non-financial Indeed, the shown volume of the credit default swaps
organizations (corporations, companies) make 39%, market is calculated as gross amount of values of all
against default of financial organizations (banks, purchased (or equivalently sold) contracts outstanding at
insurance companies) - 25%, the credit default swaps for specified date. In other words, this is an amount of
the governments’ debt liability make 11%. uncovered position values. The insurance value is

Originally, the assortment of the derivative financial equivalent to the debt amount covered or the bond value,
instruments applied in Kazakhstan consisted of default from where the amount to be paid in case of default is
swaps and total return swaps because they had a simple calculated.
and comprehensible structure which enabled to manage In the early phases of development of the credit
credit risks efficiently. There is a sufficiently sound default swaps market, most of the banks used credit
experience on default swaps in the world. Besides, a derivatives for insurance mainly. Many Kazakhstan banks
standard documentation package with respect to default wish to deduct bad loans from balance sheet without
swaps has been worked out which makes the use of them direct selling and without harming relations with borrower.
in Kazakhstan easier. As relatively simple and Acting as protection sellers the banks will be able to
comprehensible instruments, default swaps and total effectively diversify their loan portfolios without loading
return swaps are distinguished by their rare their balance-sheets with extra accounts receivable and
multifunctional performance which makes them attractive without infringing prudential banking standards
for Kazakhstan participants. stipulated by National Bank of the Republic of

Transactions  with  credit  default   swaps    were Kazakhstan.
labor-intensive and took much  time,  so  they  could As credit swaps market is over-the-counter, it is
hardly gain ground   if  there  had  not  been  one difficult to measure the credit default swaps market
invention - securitization. As it was mentioned above, the accurately because credit default swaps are separate
essence of securitization is to pack granted loans into one transactions-contracts but not whole issues. Therefore,
pool and sell it to investors by tranches. It is expected not all market makers let such information on transactions
that the pool makes an asset safer since even though externally inspectable.
somebody becomes bankrupt, the others can redeem a There are some organizations which provide swap
loan. Therefore,  the  default  risk becomes minimized, in statistics, in particular:
general.

Growing popularity of credit default swaps followed Bank for International Settlements has been
the general tendency in the over-the-counter derivatives publishing swap information since 2004. 
market. The other over-the-counter derivative financial International Swap and Derivative Association - from
instruments, such as options, forwards, interest rate 2001 to 2010.
swaps and currency swaps were also traded at a fast pace. The Depositary Trust and Clearing Corporation -
According to Bank for International Settlements (BIS), the since 2008.
total cost of the over-the-counter derivatives market in
2000 was 95 USD Trillion and in the mid 2011 the cost of Of course, there can be insignificant differences with
the derivative instruments market was more than 700 USD respect to amounts, but on the whole, the statistics of all
Trillion. This can be mainly attributed to the cancellation sources reflects the general tendency of the market
of the statutory regulation of the derivative instruments development.
market from 2000. The most popular risk traded in the According to International Bank, the credit default
over-the-counter market in the past decade was interest swaps market was growing rapidly and by 2000 it went
rate risk. Interest rate derivative instruments (interest rate beyond 100 USD billion. From 2004 to 2007 gross credit
swaps, options, forwards) make more than 78% of the default swaps market increased from 6 USD trillion to 58
total cost of the over-the-counter derivatives market, USD trillion. The turnover of credit default swaps in 2007
while the credit default swaps market remains as a small exceeded the global GDP which amounted to 55.8 USD
segment of 700 USD Trillion over-the-counter derivatives trillion.
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However, by the end of 2007 the credit default swaps 5. Iacono, F., 1997. Derivatives Handbook: Risk
market stopped its growth and since 2008 the market has Management and Control. Capital Markets Risk
been decreasing. For instance, toward the end of 2009 the Advisors, pp: 23.
market volume was estimated at 32.6 USAD trillion against 6. Smithson, S. and H. Holappa, 1995. Credit
58.2 USD trillion in 2007. As of 17 February 2012, the Derivatives: What are these youthful instruments
market of this credit derivative was estimated at 27 USD and why are they used. CIBC School Of Financial
trillion. Despite the sharp fall of the credit default swaps Products.
market, it is an in-demand instrument among participants 7. Morgan, J.P., 2000. Guide To Credit Derivatives.
of over-the-counter trading. London: Risk Publications.

It should be noted that Kazakhstan commercial banks 8. Akishev, D., 2006. Taxation problems with financial
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worked out mechanism of accounting. 10.  Vayn, S., 2000. Credit derivatives in Russia. Security

Improved economic situation under the banks’ Market, 7: 37-42.
unsatisfactory demand for insurance of their credit risk 11. Milyukova, G.A., 2004. Credit derivatives as method
will heighten interest in available worldwide experience, for control of credit risk. Business and banks, 12: 4-6.
create projects for development of appropriate market 12. Kavkin, A.V., 2001. Credit derivative market.
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